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Quantitative mental state attributions in  
language understanding
Julian Jara-Ettinger1,2* and Paula Rubio-Fernandez3,4

Human social intelligence relies on our ability to infer other people’s mental states such as their beliefs, desires, 
and intentions. While people are proficient at mental state inference from physical action, it is unknown whether 
people can make inferences of comparable granularity from simple linguistic events. Here, we show that people 
can make quantitative mental state attributions from simple referential expressions, replicating the fine-grained 
inferential structure characteristic of nonlinguistic theory of mind. Moreover, people quantitatively adjust these 
inferences after brief exposures to speaker-specific speech patterns. These judgments matched the predictions 
made by our computational model of theory of mind in language, but could not be explained by a simpler quali-
tative model that attributes mental states deductively. Our findings show how the connection between language 
and theory of mind runs deep, with their interaction showing in one of the most fundamental forms of human 
communication: reference.

INTRODUCTION
People’s behavior is rich with information about their mental life. A 
subtle yawn can betray that your friend is bored or tired; a glance at 
their wristwatch might suggest that they are eager to leave; or a 
pause before answering a sensitive question can reveal that they are 
considering how to reply. Inferences like these are fundamental to 
our everyday lives, allowing us to understand other people’s behav-
ior, determine what to expect, and decide how to react. To what 
extent can we make these inferences in a precise and fine-grained 
manner based on how people speak?

People’s ability to infer each other’s mental states—known as 
a theory of mind—has been historically studied in the context of 
physical action. By attending to how agents move and behave, peo-
ple can infer a range of mental states including goals, preferences, 
and knowledge (1–9). However, much of real-world social behavior 
happens in the context of linguistic interactions, where people’s words 
can reveal the contents of their minds, even in the absence of phys-
ical cues (e.g., when speaking on the phone).

In these conversational contexts, speakers often willingly dis-
close their mental states by using mentalistic words (10), such as when 
we confirm that we understand something or confess that we are 
confused and feel embarrassed. However, even the most basic non-
mentalistic words, such as articles and adjectives, can reveal aspects 
of what a speaker wants or knows. For instance, if a friend asked you 
to bring “the blue cup” from the kitchen, their words might sug-
gest that they expect you to find only one such cup among several 
others or that you know which cup they are talking about.

Despite the mental state information available in speakers’ non-
mentalistic words, listener mental state reasoning in simple com-
municative tasks appears to be unexpectedly limited (11–15) [cf. (16–18)]. 
For instance, when a speaker who cannot see the smallest of three 
balls requests “the small ball,” listeners do not immediately take the 
middle-sized ball (the smallest one from the speaker’s perspective). 

Instead, people often first look at—and sometimes even reach for—
the ball that the speaker is unaware of.

Critically, these mental state reasoning failures emerge when lis-
teners are explicitly told about the speaker’s perspective and must 
interpret what the speaker says accordingly. In more realistic inter-
actions, however, we are rarely told how our interlocutor’s perspec-
tive differs from our own so that we can interpret their words 
accordingly. Instead, we often do the reverse: We infer what our 
interlocutor knows (or does not know) during the course of our 
conversations, based on what they say and how they say it.

Here, we sought to test people’s ability to extract speakers’ 
knowledge from their choice of words (rather than using speakers’ 
knowledge to interpret their words). When attributing mental states 
from observable action, people’s inferences are nuanced and quan-
titative (1, 3, 4, 6), similar to those characteristic of low-level processes 
such as perception and motor control [e.g., consider the precision 
needed to move one’s arm and swiftly pick up a hat (19–21)]. How-
ever, it is unknown whether this level of granularity might extend 
to mental state inferences based on simple word choices. While past 
work has found that people can attend to mental state information 
in communicative interactions (16–18), these results do not reveal 
whether these inferences are coarse and qualitative, or nuanced and 
fine-grained. Our goal was therefore to test whether listeners can 
derive sophisticated mental state inferences from speakers’ minimal 
linguistic choices, which they can then deploy as needed (such as 
to understand the speaker’s message or determine whether they are 
aware of a particular piece of information; see discussion).

To test this, we used a more complex, yet perhaps more natural 
task than those typically used to probe mental state reasoning in 
language comprehension: Participants had to infer both the speaker’s 
referential intent and their knowledge from their choice of words. 
This paradigm better reflects the structure of normal communica-
tive interactions, where speakers’ knowledge and referential intent 
are both unobservable and must be inferred in tandem.

We focused our study on one of the simplest and most central 
linguistic events where language and mental state reasoning inter-
face: reference production and resolution. In deciding what to call 
an object, speakers must be aware of what listeners will treat as a 
potential referent. For instance, if there was a single cup in the 
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kitchen, your friend may ask you to bring them “the cup.” However, 
if multiple cups are in view, they should recognize that the bare 
description is ambiguous and add additional information such as 
the cup’s color or size. Conversely, listeners can infer what speakers 
may or may not know based on their choice of words. If, for in-
stance, your friend asked you for “the cup” when two cups are in 
view, you could infer that they have one of the cups in mind but 
did not realize there was a second one (otherwise they would 
have asked you for “a cup”). Likewise, if your friend produced a 
modified description, such as “the big cup,” you could infer that 
they are aware that there is more than one cup in view and that not 
all cups are the same size. Given these potential inferences, we used 
referential communication to investigate whether listeners can 
derive fine-grained mental state inferences from speakers’ use of 
nonmentalistic words.

To evaluate listeners’ capacity to derive theory of mind infer-
ences from speakers’ choice of words, we developed a computational 
model that derives precise and nuanced mental state inferences in a 
quantitative manner. These inferences in our model not only identify 
what an agent may or may not know but also provide fine-grained 
levels of confidence over these inferences. Our computational model 
therefore allows us not only to test whether people can infer mental 
states from speakers’ choice of words but to also see whether these 
inferences are quantitative. Alternatively, mental state inferences 
from speakers’ word choices might be coarse and qualitative, similar 
to those arising from heuristics and biases that are broadly correct 
but lack nuance [e.g., when complex decisions are influenced by the 
problem’s framing or by anchoring effects (22, 23)]. To explore this 
latter possibility, we contrasted our model with a simpler deductive 
model that determines reference and knowledge deductively based 
on speakers’ literal descriptions, without reasoning about their 
choice of words.

In experiment 1, we first tested people’s ability to infer speakers’ 
mental states based on how they use color adjectives and whether 
these inferences are best explained by our quantitative theory of mind 
model or by our alternative deductive model. In linguistic events, 
however, mental state inferences must be adjusted to speakers’ indi-
vidual communicative patterns (24–26). In experiment 2, we thus 
tested if, like our model, people adjust their inferences based on 
evidence of speakers’ propensity to use adjectives redundantly 
(i.e., when they are not necessary to preempt an ambiguity). Last, 
in experiment 3, we tested more complex visual displays (using 
pictures of real-world objects) where speakers dynamically use dif-
ferent adjective types and more or less specific words (manipulating 
color modification, size modification, and noun choice within 
participants).

Computational framework
While substantial computational work has looked at how people 
identify speakers’ referential intent (27–30), including cases where 
speakers’ knowledge affects how they speak (31, 32), this work has 
primarily focused on situations where the ultimate goal is to resolve 
reference. Here, rather than focusing on how knowledge of mental 
states affects language understanding, we focus on how language 
understanding supports inferences about mental states.

We take as a starting point advances in computational cognitive 
science showing how human social reasoning can be understood as 
Bayesian inference over a mental model of a rational agent in lin-
guistic (27, 28), pedagogical (33–35), and nonlinguistic interactions 

(1, 4, 6). Under these frameworks, observers infer an actor’s mental 
states by considering what types of beliefs and desires would lead a 
rational agent to act, speak, or communicate in the observed man-
ner. Our model falls within this framework: Given an utterance, we 
perform a joint inference over the mental states and referential in-
tent that combined explain speakers’ choice of words.

To illustrate the logic of our model, consider a situation like the 
one in Fig. 1A. Here, a speaker describes one of the four shapes 
in each of the two displays (“the square” in the left-side display and 
“the green triangle” in the right-side display). However, the speaker 
has a blind spot and cannot see one of the four cells, incorrectly 
believing that each display only has three shapes to choose from. 
Given the referential expressions in Fig. 1A, we can infer that the 
speaker’s blind spot must be one of the top cells. Listeners, however, 
can often go even further than this logical deduction. In Fig. 1B, for 
instance, the speaker used color adjectives in both displays, helping 
the listener identify the intended shape and discard the alternative 
shape in the top-left cell. This suggests that the speaker could see that 
cell (despite never directly referring to it) and that their blind spot 
must therefore be the top-right cell. In other cases, however, such as 
in Fig. 1F, the speaker may be using color words redundantly, and 
our model also aims to capture how listeners must adjust their in-
ferences accordingly.

We formalize the logic of this inference by building on past work 
showing that both reference resolution and mental state inferences 
are instantiated as Bayesian inference over models of a rational speak-
er (27, 28) or a rational actor (1, 4, 6), respectively. Within a proba-
bilistic framework, we can express the problem of jointly inferring 
speakers’ beliefs and intended referent as computing the posterior 
distribution (see the Supplementary Materials for a detailed deriva-
tion of Eq. 1)

  p(t, b ∣ u ) ∝   ∑ 
r∈[0,1]

   p(u ∣ t, b, r ) p(r ) p(t ∣ b ) p(b)  (1)

Here, t is the speaker’s intended referent (or target), formalized 
as one of the objects in the visual scene; b is the speaker’s belief and 
represents the objects that the speaker is aware of, formalized as any 
subset (including the full set) or objects in the scene; r is the speaker’s 
unknown propensity to speak redundantly; and u is the speaker’s 
utterance. In our tasks, we used a uniform distribution over beliefs 
where one of the objects is hidden from the speaker [i.e., p(b) = 1/4 
for each belief where three objects are known] and a uniform distri-
bution over p(t∣b) [i.e., p(t∣b) = 1/3 for each observable object].

In line with models of mental state attribution and reference res-
olution (3, 6, 27, 36), the probability that the speaker produces 
utterance u [p(u∣t, b, r)] is obtained by assuming that the speaker 
is motivated to be as informative as possible (37) adjusted with the 
empirical finding that speakers often overspecify (38–41).

To calculate this likelihood term, we first assume that the speaker 
has a fixed and known probability of accidentally producing an un-
derinformative expression (e.g., “the triangle” when two triangles 
are in view), estimated in a separate task (P = 0.055 and 0.056 for 
experiments 1 and 2, respectively, and P = 0.047, 0.163, and 0.217 
for color, size, and category in experiment 3; see the Supplementary 
Materials for experiment details). In the remaining cases, the speaker 
selects the shortest sufficiently informative utterance with probability 
1 – r and introduces a redundant adjective with probability r. Criti-
cally, however, we treat this probability as variable across speakers. 
Thus, rather than using a single parameter, we represented the 
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probability of overspecification as a Beta distribution with parame-
ters estimated in a separate task [using B(0.39,0.32) and B(0.32,1.12) 
for experiments 1 and 2, respectively, and B(0.43,0.82), B(0.28,1.18), 
and B(0.29,0.22) for color, size, and category in experiment 3; see 
the Supplementary Materials for experiment details]. Thus, the 
likelihood function captures the idea that speakers tend to produce 
the shortest possible expression, with a small fixed probability of 
underspecifying and an unknown speaker-variable probability of 
overspecifying.

Our theory of mind model generates quantitative predictions 
that reflect listener beliefs about the speaker’s intended referent and 
knowledge, assigning probabilities to each potential referent and to 
each potential belief. To contrast these predictions with a more 
qualitative account—i.e., an account where listeners infer agents’ 
knowledge, but lack quantitative estimates of their certainty—we 
also considered a simpler model that infers intended referents and 
knowledge without considering speakers’ choice of words. Because, 
in contexts where belief inference is not at stake, reference resolution 
is well captured as probabilistic inference over speaker intentions 
(27, 28), our alternative model preserved our main model’s proba-
bilistic framework, with the difference that it ceased to consider how 
knowledge influences a speakers’ choice to include or omit adjectives. 
Formally, we achieved this by simply placing a uniform distribution 
over utterances that describe the target in p(u∣t, b, r). Thus, this 
model captures a form of qualitative theory of mind: It under-
stands that speakers will only describe objects that they know about 
[encoded in p(t∣b); Eq. 1] and uses this knowledge to deductively 
identify the speaker’s blind spot, but it does not treat the use or 
omission of adjectives as carrying information about the speaker’s 
mental states.

This deductive model makes identical predictions to our theory 
of mind model in some situations, but diverges in critical ways in 
others. In Fig. 2 (A and D), for instance, the deductive model can 
also identify the two referents correctly, but only in Fig. 2A does the 
deductive process reveal the probable location of the blind spots. In 
Fig. 2 (B and C), however, the deductive model is unable to infer 
the referents or the speaker’s blind spot, as a full joint inference 
is required to understand what the speaker intends to say and what 
they know.

RESULTS
In experiment 1, we first tested people’s ability to perform joint 
inferences about speakers’ intended referents and knowledge, and 
whether these judgments matched the quantitative resolution cap-
tured in our theory of mind model. In experiment 2, we further tested 
whether participant inferences were sensitive to speaker-specific 
communicative styles, providing evidence that people adjust their 
mental state inferences not only to the content of the utterance but 
also to the speaker’s propensity to use descriptive language. Last, in 
experiment 3, we extended our findings to test whether these 
mental state inferences remain when using complex real-world 
objects and speakers use more variable descriptions, including dif-
ferent nouns.

Experiment 1: Joint referent and belief inferences
In experiment 1, we used a language comprehension task based on 
a standard paradigm (11, 16, 18, 42, 43), extended to include multi-
ple events where speakers’ utterances revealed partial information 
about their mental states. For this first test, we used color modification 
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as a cue to speaker beliefs because color is often overspecified 
(39, 44). Therefore, speakers’ inclusion or omission of color adjec-
tives cannot be treated as simple cues to knowledge, and listeners 
must consider the pattern of usage in the visual context to infer the 
speaker’s knowledge. Participants were simultaneously presented 
with pairs of linguistic events like those in Fig. 1 (28 pairs of displays 
total; see the Supplementary Materials) and had to infer speakers’ 
intended referent in each event and the blind spot shared across 
both events. Participants used three separate two-dimensional (2D) 
continuous trackpads to report their inferences and certainty (i.e., 
the closer they moved the marker toward a corner, the greater their 
certainty about the identified cell; see Fig. 1 and the Supplementary 
Materials for details).

Participant judgments showed a high fit to our quantitative theory 
of mind model, with a correlation of r = 0.95 for belief inferences 
[95% confidence interval (CI95%): 0.92 to 0.98] and a correlation of 
r = 0.99 (CI95%: 0.99 to 1.00; Fig. 3, A and B) for referent inferences. 
See Fig. 1 (A to F) for six example trials. The fact that people were 
not only able to infer speakers’ mental states qualitatively but also to 
shift these judgments with the fine-grained precision characteristic 
of action understanding tasks suggests that participants were in-
deed able to perform quantitative theory of mind inferences from 
these simple linguistic events. To further evaluate this possibility, we 
considered our alternative model that performed deductive mental 
state inferences. This model’s referent inferences also matched par-
ticipant judgments with high precision (r = 0.99; CI95%: 0.99 to 1.00; 
Fig. 3, A and B) and were comparable to the inferences of our theo-
ry of mind model (r = 0.001; CI95%: −0.004 to 0.007). By contrast, 
the deductive model’s belief inferences were markedly lower (r = 
0.56; CI95%: 0.38 to 0.82) and outperformed by our theory of mind 
model (r = 0.386; CI95%: 0.15 to 0.56).

Figure 2 (B to D) (compare to Fig. 1, D to F, for our theory of 
mind’s model predictions on the same displays) shows three exam-
ple trials where participants readily combined information from 
both displays to jointly infer the speaker’s intended referents and 
belief, while the deductive model produced inferences that failed to 
extract information available by thinking about the speaker’s word 
choice (see the Supplementary Materials for trial-by-trial plots). In 

Fig. 2D, for instance, the deductive model performs similar to par-
ticipants when identifying the referents. When inferring beliefs, 
however, participants infer that the speaker most likely cannot see 
the top-right cell based on their choice of words (in particular, 
the failure to use a disambiguating color word in the first event). By 
contrast, the deductive model infers that the blind spot is probably 
on the bottom cells because the speaker’s referents always appear to 
identify objects in the top cells.

Similar to previous modeling work probing mental state inferences, 
our analyses focused on average judgments per trial (1–4, 6, 9). This 
allowed us to reveal the shared signal across participant judgments 
while removing potential noise introduced by requesting partici-
pants to report explicit inferences on a trackpad. Consistent with 
this, individual participant belief inferences showed an average r = 
0.59 correlation with our theory of mind model, and a significantly 
lower r = 0.35 correlation with our deductive model [t(59) = 5.43, 
P < 0.0001 by paired t test]. Similar to our main results, a subject- 
level analysis showed no difference across models on referent in-
ferences [r = 0.93 for both models; t(59) = 0.38, P = 0.71 by paired 
t test].

Experiment 2: Adjusting mental state inferences based 
on speaker’s communicative style
The results from experiment 1 show that people can infer speakers’ 
knowledge based on their adjective use. In that task, inferences relied 
only on general expectations of how often speakers use adjectives 
redundantly or contrastively (38, 39, 45, 46). For these inferences to 
be accurate, however, they must be sensitive to different speakers’ 
propensity to use adjectives redundantly. In experiment 2, we thus 
sought to test whether people adjust their mental state inferences by 
learning speaker-specific preferences on adjective use.

Experiment 2 was conceptually similar to experiment 1, where a 
hypothetical speaker with a blind spot described shapes in different 
visual displays. However, in contrast to experiment 1, experiment 
2 now used five consecutive trials with the same speaker, allowing 
participants to learn speakers’ propensity to use redundant adjectives. 
In addition, experiment 2 used size adjectives that, unlike color ad-
jectives, have a default contrastive interpretation (47). Therefore, a 
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failure to treat a size adjective as revealing speakers’ knowledge of 
the contrast object is a conservative test for how participants adjust 
their inferences to speaker-specific communicative styles.

All participants first completed three consecutive trials where 
the speaker alternated between referring to the top-right and the 
bottom-left cells, revealing that their blind spot must be the 
top-left or the bottom-right cell (actual cell positions randomized 
across participants; Fig. 4A). The descriptions of the targets were 
always unambiguous, but speakers varied in their propensity to use 
redundant size adjectives, ranging from being maximally succinct 
(0/3 redundant uses) to maximally redundant (3/3 redundant uses). 
In the fourth trial (last display in Fig. 4A), the speaker always used a 
size adjective that, if interpreted contrastively, revealed that they 
could see the bottom-right cell (although the likelihood of a con-
trastive use depended on the speaker’s redundancy in the previous 
trials). In each of these four trials, participants were asked to iden-
tify the speaker’s referent using a 2D trackpad and to rate the speaker’s 
propensity to speak redundantly (using a continuous slide bar; see 
Materials and Methods).

In the fifth and critical trial, participants had to jointly infer the 
speaker’s intended referent and their blind spot. Here, speakers 
always produced the ambiguous description “the star,” which could 
refer to the top-left or bottom-right cells. If participants treated the 
adjective in the fourth trial as contrastive (inferring that the speaker 
sees the bottom-right cell), they should identify the bottom-right cell 

as the referent and the top-left one as the blind spot. As predicted, 
this pattern appeared when the speaker was maximally succinct 
(leftmost pair in Fig. 4, B and C). If, instead, participants treated the 
adjective in the fourth trial as a redundant use, then they should be 
unable to identify the referent or the blind spot in the fifth trial. We 
obtained this predicted pattern when the speaker was maximally 
redundant (rightmost pair in Fig. 4, B and C), with the intermediate 
conditions revealing a graded transition.

Consistent with the qualitative distributions, our quantitative 
theory of mind model showed a strong fit to participant judgments 
(r = 0.96; CI95%: 0.94 to 0.98; Fig. 3C), and this correlation was com-
parably strong in each component of referent inferences (r = 0.99; CI95%: 
0.98 to 1.00), redundancy tracking (r = 0.82; CI95%: 0.72 to 0.97), 
and belief inferences (r = 0.85; CI95%: 0.71 to 1.00; Fig. 3D). Note 
that participants here made a single mental state inference, and we 
therefore cannot perform subject-level model correlations.

The pattern we observed in experiment 2 also provides conclu-
sive evidence against our deductive model. By not being able to con-
sider speakers’ choice of words, the deductive model cannot learn 
speaker-specific levels of redundancy, cannot make any mental state 
inferences on the fourth trial, and can never derive the joint infer-
ence on the fifth trial (as a consequence, the model predictions have 
no variance, and it is not possible to compute a correlation between 
model predictions and participant judgments; see the Supplemen-
tary Materials for details).
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Experiment 3: Joint referent and belief inferences 
from different adjective types and words
While the results from experiments 1 and 2 show that people can 
make nuanced mental state inferences from how people speak, they 
also leave three questions open. First, these studies used simple 
geometrical shapes as referents, enabling us to manipulate key con-
trasts while controlling for visual features. Would these results gen-
eralize to natural real-world objects? Second, experiments 1 and 2 
focused on people’s choice of color and size adjectives, respectively. 
However, people’s knowledge is often also reflected in their noun 
choice rather than adjective use (e.g., a person aware of two dogs in 
a scene might choose to call the target dog “the Labrador” to avoid 
ambiguity). Last, the strength of mental state inferences depends on 
how often people use redundant adjectives. Can people flexibly ad-
just their expectations within a single task that varied adjective 
type? To answer these questions, we conducted a simplified replica-
tion of experiment 1 using pictures of real-world objects, where we 
varied color modification, size modification, and noun choice with-
in participants.

Overall, participant inferences about speaker knowledge showed 
a correlation of r = 0.95 (CI95%: 0.92 to 0.97) with our computational 

model, showing that people can continue to make quantitative 
knowledge inferences in contexts with real-world objects and vari-
able adjective types. Critically, the correlation strength was compa-
rable across all adjective types, with r = 0.97 (CI95%: 0.92 to 0.99) for 
color modification, r = 0.95 (CI95%: 0.85 to 0.98) for size modifi-
cation, and r = 0.96 (CI95%: 0.87 to 0.98) for category modification. 
Moreover, participants’ preferred identified referent matched our 
model’s in 83.33% of trials (n = 40 of 48 trials; P < 0.0001 by bino-
mial test with chance set to 0.25).

DISCUSSION
Our results show that people can make nuanced mental state attri-
butions from the simplest linguistic events, such as the inclusion or 
omission of a single adjective in referential communication. In 
experiment 1, people were able to jointly infer speakers’ intended 
referents and beliefs, and the confidence they reported in these in-
ferences matched the quantitative structure of our theory of mind 
model. These results mirror the fine-grained inferences characteris-
tic of “core” theory of mind tasks (1, 4, 6). Furthermore, in experi-
ment 2, people showed how they adjust their mental state inferences 

The star

The [large] rectangle The [large] square The [small] circle The small triangle

0/3 redundant
utterances

Referent inference Belief inference

1/3 redundant
utterances

2/3 redundant
utterances

3/3 redundant
utterances

A

B

C

Fig. 4. Experiment 2 inference distributions. (A) Trials 1 to 4 in experiment 2. The text above each display shows the speaker’s description. The use of size adjectives in 
brackets varied across conditions (from 0/3 to 3/3 redundant uses). The red rings show the distribution of selections on the trackpad. (B and C) Referent inferences (red) 
and knowledge inferences (blue) on the fifth trial as a function of speaker’s redundancy. When the speaker was maximally succinct (leftmost pair), participants inferred 
that the ambiguous description referred to the bottom-right cell (making the top-left cell the blind spot); when the speaker was maximally redundant (rightmost pair), 
participants were unable to identify the referent or the blind spot.
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based on a brief exposure to speakers’ propensity to use adjectives 
redundantly. Last, in experiment 3, people were able to jointly infer 
speakers’ intended referents and beliefs based on how speakers re-
ferred to real-world objects using different types of adjectives and 
nouns with different degrees of specificity. Together, these experi-
ments show that people can perform joint inferences about speakers’ 
communicative intent and mental states from people’s utterances at 
high levels of precision and accuracy.

While our goal was to characterize how people extract mental 
state information from language, experiment 1 also revealed an in-
teresting finding: Reference can often be resolved accurately with-
out attending to speakers’ knowledge, as our deductive model also 
captured participants’ pattern of reference resolution. This was only 
possible, however, because most of the referential expressions we used 
uniquely identified the intended target. Thus, the extent to which 
listeners can resolve reference without considering speakers’ mental 
states may depend on speakers’ willingness to ensure that they pro-
vide sufficient information for listeners to begin with. These find-
ings suggest a trade-off between language production and language 
comprehension, where one interlocutor’s usage of theory of mind may 
allow their communicative partner to rely less on theory of mind than 
would be otherwise necessary. These findings therefore inform a 
broader debate on how cognitive effort is divided between speakers 
and listeners to achieve successful communication (45, 48, 49).

The skilled use of theory of mind in communication that we 
identified here is all the more remarkable when we consider that 
speakers often use adjectives redundantly, especially color (39, 44), 
and listeners must adjust their inferences accordingly. Given the 
general tendency to produce overinformative descriptions, one might 
have thought that listeners would not read too much into a speak-
er’s choice of referential expression. However, our study shows that 
people can rely on subtle linguistic choices to derive quantitative 
theory of mind inferences that are sensitive to both speakers’ choice 
of words and their propensity to use them redundantly.

At the same time, our work only established this capacity in con-
texts where interlocutors are explicitly asked to infer mental states 
with no time pressure. Can people also derive these inferences in 
real time? And, if so, do they do so in everyday conversation? Al-
though these questions remain open, related research has found that 
listeners can make real-time inferences to anticipate what a speaker 
is talking about based on subtle speaker word choices like the ones 
that we manipulated here (39, 46, 50, 51). These results show that 
listeners can derive online inferences about referential intent, but 
they leave open the question of whether this capacity extends to in-
ferences about speaker knowledge. Recent research has also found 
that people spontaneously infer and track interlocutor knowledge 
in communicative interactions (43, 52, 53), confirming that theory 
of mind is also deployed in real-time communication. These find-
ings suggest that listeners actively and spontaneously infer speakers’ 
knowledge during communication. However, it is possible that these 
real-time inferences are coarse and qualitative (perhaps better 
approximated by the deductive model for computational conve-
nience) and that nuanced mental state inferences require additional 
time and volition. Even if this is the case, however, these slower in-
ferences could still be crucial in conversation and social interactions, 
enabling listeners to build high-resolution models of speakers’ minds 
throughout an extended conversation. Therefore, having identified 
a highly skilled use of theory of mind in offline communication, future 
studies should investigate the degree of precision of mental state 
inferences in real-time communication, and whether different factors 
(such as speaker preferences or contextual relevance) may determine 
whether theory of mind inferences are coarse and qualitative or nu-
anced and quantitative.

Our work also opens a new question: What purpose do these 
nuanced mental state inferences serve? One possibility is that the 
precise and quantitative nature of mental state inference is a general 
signature of theory of mind. If so, then the pressure for quantitative 
inferences may have emerged from a pressure to understand physical 
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In each trial, participants had to identify the referent and report their belief that the speaker could see the object surrounded by the black rectangle. (D) Experiment re-
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action, but these inferences are also available in communication be-
cause language-based inferences rely on the same computations 
that underlie action-based inferences.

Such a view would suggest that mental state inferences operate 
over abstract representations that are modality independent. This 
idea is consistent with evidence that inferences from physical action 
are structured around an expectation that agents should expend as 
much effort as necessary to fulfill their physical goal, but no more 
(5, 54), which parallels the expectation that agents should say as 
much as necessary to fulfill their communicative goal, but no more 
(37, 55). Therefore, quantitative mental state inferences may depend 
on abstract representations of agents’ effort relative to a baseline 
level of physical efficiency (56) and communicative efficiency (as 
shown in experiment 2).

Quantitative language-based inferences, however, may also be 
crucial for communicative success and not a simple side effect of 
action-based inferences. In communicative interactions, how we choose 
to respond may depend not only on coarse guesses about other 
people’s mental states but also on precise and accurate estimates 
of what they may or may not know (and may or may not want to 
know). Moreover, the high-level mental state attributions that we 
make in communicative interactions (e.g., inferring what someone 
may have implied by what they said or left unsaid) likely rely first 
and foremost on rapid analyses of people’s choice of words. These 
communicative demands would put pressure on getting that first 
layer of mental state inferences right, preventing small errors 
to cascade onto larger errors when making broader judgments 
about other people’s minds. Our work lays groundwork toward 
addressing these questions, enabling studies that can test poten-
tial cascading errors that could occur in extended conversations as 
a function of the resolution of the mental state inferences that inter-
locutors make.

To conclude, studies on how we infer other people’s men-
tal states have typically focused on observable action. Our work 
shows how people can also extract mental state information from 
speakers’ choice of words—even those that do not directly encode 
mentalistic information—with high fidelity. These results most 
directly show how people come to build nuanced and accurate 
representations of each other’s minds. At the same time, our re-
sults also speak to the interaction between language and theory 
of mind.

Theories about how mental state reasoning and language under-
standing interact have typically focused on extreme cases, either 
advancing accounts that attempt to explain language understanding 
in terms of nonmentalistic processes (57, 58) or using intrinsically 
mentalistic constructs as theoretical building blocks (37, 48). Our work 
provides a different approach toward advancing this debate. By 
developing computational models of mental state inferences in lan-
guage, we can shed light on how language relies on theory of mind, 
how often and how fast this interaction might take place, and how 
it varies across communicative situations and speakers. In turn, we 
may come to better understand how the neural circuitry behind 
these computations operates (59) and what happens when the inter-
action between language and theory of mind goes awry. Above and 
beyond all these questions, by charting the connections between how 
we infer the thoughts in other minds and how we share thoughts 
across minds, we will better understand what makes us exceptional 
social creatures, from passing interactions with strangers to extended 
conversations across our lifetimes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
All research was approved by Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects (MIT 
COUHES; “Development of Visual Perception,” no. 0403000050R016) 
and Yale Institutional Review Board (“Online reasoning,” no. 
2000020357).

Experiment 1
Sixty participants (mean age, 35.22; range, 18 to 73) were recruited 
from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform. Stimuli consisted of 28 
trials. Each trial in turn consisted of two 2 × 2 grids with four col-
ored geometrical shapes and a definite description of one of them. 
Stimuli were randomly split into two subsets of 14 trials, and partic-
ipants were presented with only one of the two lists (n = 30 per 
condition; see the Supplementary Materials for details). In each tri-
al, participants were told that the speaker intended to refer to only 
one of the corners and that the speaker could not see one of the four 
corners. Participants were also told that the speaker could not see 
the same corner in each display. The speaker’s choice of referential 
expression to single out the target was written above each display. 
Trial order was randomized across participants. The pairs of dis-
plays were randomly ordered and rotated in each trial.

In each trial, participants were presented with three “trackpads,” 
each with a circle that the participants could position anywhere they 
wished. Participants had to input their belief about the referent in 
each display in the first two trackpads and their beliefs about the 
blind spot in the third trackpad. Participants were given two exam-
ples of how to use the 2D trackpads and two examples of complete 
trials to show them how to reason about the blind spot by consider-
ing both displays (see the Supplementary Materials).
Model predictions
Our model outputs a posterior distribution over each of the four 
corners (i.e., four probabilities, one for each corner) for both each 
referent inference and for the belief inference (totaling 12 predictions 
per trial). To compare these predictions to participant judgments 
(three trackpad positions per trial), we transformed model predic-
tions into trackpad positions by setting the x position to the sum of 
the two probabilities of the right corners and the y position to the 
sum of the two probabilities of the top two corners.

Experiment 2
One hundred forty-five participants (mean age, 36.08; range, 21 to 
67) were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform and 
randomly assigned to one of the four speaker conditions (see Results). 
Twenty-three of these participants were excluded from analysis for 
failing to correctly identify the referent two or more times during 
the first four unambiguous trials (including these participants in our 
analyses does not affect our conclusions; see the Supplementary 
Materials for details). Stimuli consisted of five displays of four geo-
metrical shapes in each of the four conditions (see Fig. 4). The de-
scription of the target was written above each display. Displays were 
randomly rotated for each participant (thus counterbalancing the 
location of the referents and blind spots). The displays were pre-
sented one a time and remained on the screen in subsequent trials 
to avoid memory load.

Participants were assigned to one of four conditions that varied 
the speaker’s propensity to use redundant size adjectives in trials 1 
to 3. In the first condition, the speaker used no redundant size ad-
jectives. In the second condition, the speaker used a redundant size 
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adjective once (on trial 2). In the third condition, the speaker used a 
redundant size adjective twice (on trials 1 and 3). Last, in the fourth 
condition, the speaker used redundant adjectives on all three trials.

Participants were told that their partners in the game could only 
see three of the four shapes in each display, although they were un-
aware of this. In the first four trials, participants were asked to iden-
tify the target the speaker was referring to (using a 2D trackpad) and 
to report the speaker’s overall propensity to speak redundantly (using 
a continuous slide bar with labels “never” and “always” on the two 
extremes, and “sometimes” in the middle). On the fifth trial, partic-
ipants were asked the same two questions as before, and they were 
presented with an additional trackpad that asked them to identify 
the speaker’s blind spot. Raw data visualized in Fig. 4 were obtained 
through kernel density estimation with bandwidth 0.75.
Model predictions
Model predictions were generated in the same way as in experiment 
1. In addition, we also included estimates of the expected value of 
the speaker’s degree of redundancy by computing the full joint dis-
tribution p(t, b, r∣u) rather than marginalizing the posterior over r, 
as shown in Eq. 1.

Experiment 3
Two hundred participants (mean age, 37.63; range, 21 to 74 were 
recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform (N = 50 per 
condition). Stimuli consisted of 48 displays, each consisting of a set 
of four pictures, a target, and a referent (see Fig.  5A). The de-
scription of the target was written above each display. Displays were 
randomly rotated for each participant (thus counterbalancing the 
location of the referents and blind spots).

Displays were evenly distributed among three conditions (n = 16 
by condition): color condition (e.g., “Select the orange butterfly”), 
size condition (e.g., “Select the small sofa”), and category condition 
(understood as the specificity of the noun; e.g., “Select the flower” 
versus “Select the carnation”). For each condition, we considered four 
trial types (in decreasing order of certainty): (i) direct reference: the 
virtual partner refers directly to the target, which suggests that they 
can see it (e.g., “Select the dog,” when the picture of the dog appears 
inside the frame); (ii) indirect reference: the virtual partner refers to 
the target indirectly by using an adjective contrastively, which sug-
gests that they are likely to see the target (e.g., “the small sofa,” when 
the big sofa appears inside the frame); (iii) contrastive reference: the 
virtual partner uses an adjective contrastively but the target is one of 
two contrast objects, which suggests that they may or may not see 
the target (e.g., “the orange butterfly,” when the target is a blue but-
terfly but there is also a red butterfly in the display); and (iv) ambiguous 
reference: the virtual partner produces an ambiguous instruction, 
which suggests they cannot see the target (e.g., “the flower,” when 
there is a carnation in the display and a buttercup appears inside 
the frame). Four lists of 12 trials were built by crossing the three 
properties of the referent that were manipulated (i.e., color, size, 
and specificity) with the four types of instructions (i.e., direct, indi-
rect, contrastive, and ambiguous reference).

Participants were randomly allocated to one of the four lists of 
materials. The instructions explained that the partner who could see 
three of the objects in each display and may or may not see the 
fourth object inside a frame. Participants’ task was twofold: They 
had to indicate which of the four objects the virtual partner was 
asking them to select (by clicking one of four radio buttons, each 
corresponding with a quadrant in the display), and they had to 

indicate how likely the virtual partner was to see the object inside 
a frame (by using a 0-to-10 scale, ranging from “definitely not” to 
“definitely yes,” with the middle point indicating “maybe”). As part 
of the instructions, participants were shown a sample display that 
did not include an adjective in the instructions. Before they could 
start the task, they had to respond correctly to three questions to 
ensure that they had understood the instructions.
Model predictions
Model predictions were generated in the same way as in experiment 
1, with the difference that the hypothesis space consisted of whether 
the speaker had full knowledge of the display or whether they were 
unaware of the target.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/ 
sciadv.abj0970

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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